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Abstract

This chapter presents the fate of the charge carriers from the moment of its photogenera‐
tion in the perovskite to injection and transport into electrodes. Time-resolved electrical
measurement techniques, terahertz (THz) spectroscopy and microwave (MW) conductiv‐
ity, are primarily used to deconvolute ultrafast processes and to directly access behavior
of charged species from the ps to µs timescales. Transient absorption and photolumines‐
cence spectroscopy were also utilized to gain insight on carrier population dynamics and
radiatively recombining charges. Photogenerated charged species were converted into
highly mobile charges (µe = 12.5 cm2V-1s-1 and µh = 7.5 cm2V-1s-1) almost instantaneously (<
0.2 ps), while the remaining loosely bounded excitons dissociate into mobile charges after
2-3 ps. This high mobility is maintained for at least 1 ns as obtained by THz spectroscopy,
while its lifetime is at least few tens of µs as measured by the MW conductivity techni‐
que. Lowering the temperature increases carrier mobilities with T-1.6.Dependence and a 75
meV barrier energy is required for temperature-activated recombination. Finally, injec‐
tion of hole from MAPbI3 to Spiro-OMeTAD was found to be ultrafast and the state and
population of dark holes dictate its recombination.

Keywords: THz spectroscopy, Time-resolved Microwave Conductivity (TRMC), photo‐
conductivity, mobility

1. Introduction

The qualities of highly efficient solar cell material are its ability to absorb light with the widest
spectral range possible, high light-to-charge conversion ratio, and transport of these charges
to electrodes with least losses. This seems to be the case in organometal halide perovskite
(OMHP)-based solar cell as its overall power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) have risen from a
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meagre 4% [1] to 20.1% [2] to date. Such increase has not been seen in any other solar cell
technology since the conception of light harvesting. In fact, the PCE of dye-sensitized solar
cell, where the OMHP was first used as a dye substitute, remained modest [2]. In recent years,
spectroscopic studies on these materials have started to trickle the much-needed fundamental
investigations. Most of its well-known characteristics include electron-hole diffusion lengths
longer than one micrometer [3], high mobility, and very slow recombination [4]. Despite this,
there is a long list of unexplained early timescale processes, which is fundamental to under‐
stating its solar cell function. For instance, details whether molecular excitons or to highly
mobile charges are the initial photoproduct and how is this related to the exceptionally long
diffusion lengths, remains unanswered. It is also unclear to what extent generation and
recombination of mobile charges are affected by temperature. The use of metal oxide electrodes
such as TiO2 and Al2O3, as electron acceptor and isolating nanoparticles (NP), respectively, and
their role on its electronic properties has not yet been understood. Many groups have also
recently attempted to use organic electrodes, e.g., PCBM and Spiro-OMeTAD and were able
to get decent PCE. Questions on its charge transfer mechanism, timescale, and details of
injection are yet to yield convincing answers.

In this chapter, an ensemble of spectroscopic techniques, primarily time-resolved terahertz
spectroscopy (TRTS) and time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) complemented by
photoluminescence and transient absorption, was used to monitor the creation of charged
species induced by photoexcitation at the sub-ps timescale and probe its fate up to a hundred
of microsecond. Both techniques have been used in an assortment of solar cell technologies
including organic [5,6], dye-[7], and quantum dot- sensitized [8], and inorganic [9] systems.
Neat methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) was used to study the intrinsic transport
properties of perovskite material both at room and low temperatures. To determine how
electron accepting metal and the role of NP in general, MAPbI3 were introduced to TiO2 and
Al2O3, respectively. Charge transfer mechanism and the corresponding recombination
dynamics when attached to organic electrodes, PCBM and Spiro-OMeTAD were also explored.
Note that detailed discussion of different material contacts, their heterogeneity, and their
morphologies’ influence on charge carrier dynamics are presented in Ref. [10].

On light excitation, changes in conductivity from ground state (σ) to photo-induced or transient
state (∆σ) are measured in the solar cell material. This conductivity when normalized with
charge density yields mobility (µ) per charge carrier. This photoconductivity is measured at
high frequencies, i.e., at the THz regime (0.1–1.5 THz) and at the GHz regime (12 GHz). As
such, these high-frequency waves are propagating through free space and are able to inter‐
rogate the sample without any electrodes. The TRTS and TRMC signal size can be expressed
as product of two quantities, quantum yield, and electron and hole mobilities (µe + µh). This
product is calculated according to:

( ) ss j m m D
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0
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where Δσ is the measured change in photoconductivity, L is the thickness, e is the elementary
charge, I0 is the number of photons per unit area per pulse, and FA is the fraction of absorbed
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light. A rise in the photoconductivity kinetics signals either creation of charged species, since
only these photoproducts can induce changes in conductivity or an increase in mobility. On
the other hand, decay in the kinetics means disappearance of these species, through recombi‐
nation, injection to lower mobility acceptor molecules, and/or decrease in mobility.

Section 2 of this chapter presents the early timescale generation mechanism of charge carrier
in neat perovskite in order to understand the intrinsic property of this material. It also discusses
the influence of NPs, TiO2, and Al2O3 on the mobility of the photo-induced carriers. In Section
3, a discussion on the fate of the charges when temperature is lowered will be presented and
relate these results to the origin of the very long recombination time. Lastly, in Section 4, the
mechanism of electron and hole injection to organic electrodes, PCBM and Spiro-OMeTAD, is
reported and the role of dark carriers in the recombination dynamics is discussed.

2. Probing the charge carrier dynamics of intrinsic MAPbI33

The early time THz photoconductivity kinetics of neat MAPbI3, MAPbI3/Al2O3 and MAP‐
bI3/TiO2 is shown in Fig. 1a. For both MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/Al2O3, a two-step increase is
observed. An instrument-limited rise with amplitude of about 70% is followed by 2-3 ps
increase of about 30%. Tightly bound molecular excitons are, by definition, neutrally charged
and hence cannot affect the conductivity of the material. This means that even if these excitons
are generated, their contribution to the THz signal is nil. Therefore, the sub-ps increase in the
photoconductivity kinetics comes from generation of charged species. It was reported that the
binding energy of exciton in these materials may vary between 4 meV [11] to 50 meV [12]. The
heterogeneity of the binding energy in a material could cause photogenerated species to
dissociate at different rates. As such, the slower rise in the kinetics could be due to separation
of loosely bounded charge pair becoming independent charges. Initially, charges bounded by
Coulombic force require an energy that could separate them; in this case it seems enough that
thermal energy, kT, dissociates them and only takes few ps, 2-3 ps rise in the THz kinetics of
neat MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/Al2O3. Unlike the previous two samples, for MAPbI3/TiO2 the THz
transient rises faster and reaches the maximum signal with a single-step instrument-limited
rise time. It was reported before that light absorbers attached to metal oxide of high electron
affinity, ultrafast electron injection can be expected. For example, RuN3 dye attached to TiO2

[7] and in CdSe quantum dot attached to ZnO [8] shows ultrafast injection. Therefore, the
ultrafast limited rise in THz kinetics of MAPbI3/TiO2 is due to sub-ps injection of electrons from
the OMHP to TiO2. Favorable alignment of energy band levels between the perovskite and
metal oxide aides the separation of any remaining loosely bound electron–hole pair favoring
ultrafast injection. This is the reason why there is no second-step rise seen in the THz kinetics.
Shown in Fig. 1b is the THz kinetics per photon absorbed per pulse. It shows that the mobility
of MAPbI3/TiO2 is 7.5 cm2V-1s-1, about 3-4 smaller lower than the mobility in neat MAPbI3 and
the MAPbI3/Al2O3, which is 20 cm2V-1s-1. The difference in the mobility also supports the
proposal that electron injection occurs in MAPbI3/TiO2. From the total mobility of neat
MAPbI3, electrons disappear due to their injection to TiO2. Because of this, only the holes left
in the perovskite are seen by the instrument, resulting in lower mobility.
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Therefore, the ultrafast limited rise in THz kinetics of MAPbI3/TiO2 is due to sub‐ps injection 

of electrons from the OMHP to TiO2. Favorable alignment of energy band levels between the 

perovskite and metal oxide aides the separation of any remaining  loosely bound electron–

hole pair favoring ultrafast injection. This is the reason why there is no additional rise seen 

in the THz kinetics. Shown in Fig. 1b is the THz kinetics per photon absorbed per pulse. It 

shows  that  the mobility of MAPbI3/TiO2  is 7.5  cm2V‐1s‐1, about 3‐4  smaller  lower  than  the 

mobility in neat MAPbI3 and the MAPbI3/Al2O3, which is 20 cm2V‐1s‐1. The difference in the 

mobility also supports the proposal that electron injection occurs in MAPbI3/TiO2. From the 

total mobility of neat MAPbI3, electrons disappear due to their injection to TiO2. Because of 

this,  only  the  holes  left  in  the  perovskite  are  seen  by  the  instrument,  resulting  in  lower 

mobility. 

   

Figure  1.  THz  photoconductivity  kinetics  of  neat  MAPbI3,  MAPbI3/Al2O3,  and  MAPbI3/TiO2.  a. 

Normalized to 1 (�pump = 400 nm, Iexc = 1.7 x 1013 ph/cm2 per pulse), b. Normalized with nexce. (Reprinted 

with permission from [57], Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society) 

To  further confirm electron  injection, optical  transient absorption  (TA) was used  to probe 

the arrival of electrons to TiO2 after photoexciting the perovskite layer. The normalized TA 

kinetics of neat MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/Al2O3 are shown  in Fig. 2a.  It has a response‐limited 

rise (negative), and then an approximately 2 ps of further decrease, very similar to the two‐

component  increase  in  THz  photoconductivity  kinetics,  showing  that  indeed  there  are 

charges that are not created right away. The negative signal, probed 970 nm is a part of the 

spectral  region  where  there  is  no  ground  state  absorption,  and  therefore  indicative  of 

stimulated  emission.  This  is  consistent  with  the  ground  state  photoluminescence  (PL) 

emission spectra (Fig. 2b) showing  intense emission from these two samples. On the other 

hand,  an  ultrafast  rise  with  only  one  component  with  positive  sign,  which  means 

absorption,  is  obtained  in  the  kinetics  of  MAPbI3/TiO2.  This  is  in  agreement  with  the 

timescale of arrival of electrons in TiO2 [10,13] and very similar to the THz kinetics (Fig. 1a). 

Despite the fact that there is still some emission, the strong quenching of photoluminescence 

in MAPbI3/TiO2  is  an  additional  proof  that  there  is  injection  of  electrons.  From  the  SEM 

image of the three samples (Fig. 3), MAPbI3/TiO2 shows no indication of domains of MAPbI3 

bigger  than  500 nm, meaning  that  the mesoporous network  of MAPbI3  is  formed within 

TiO2 NPs analogous to that reported in Ref. [13]. Despite this, reduced domains of MAPbI3 

Figure 1. THz photoconductivity kinetics of neat MAPbI3, MAPbI3/Al2O3, and MAPbI3/TiO2. a. Normalized to 1 (λpump =
400 nm, Iexc = 1.7 x 1013 ph/cm2 per pulse), b. Normalized with nexce. (Reprinted with permission from [57], Copyright
2014, American Chemical Society)

To further confirm electron injection, optical transient absorption (TA) was used to probe the
arrival of electrons to TiO2 after photoexciting the perovskite layer. The normalized TA kinetics
of neat MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/Al2O3 are shown in Fig. 2a. It has a response-limited rise (nega‐
tive), and then an approximately 2 ps of further decrease, very similar to the two-component
increase in THz photoconductivity kinetics, showing that indeed there are charges that are not
created right away. The negative signal, probed 970 nm is a part of the spectral region where
there is no ground state absorption, and therefore indicative of stimulated emission. This is
consistent with the ground state photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra (Fig. 2b) showing
intense emission from these two samples. On the other hand, an ultrafast rise with only one
component with positive sign, which means absorption, is obtained in the kinetics of MAPbI3/
TiO2. This is in agreement with the timescale of arrival of electrons in TiO2 [10,13] and very
similar to the THz kinetics (Fig. 1a). Despite the fact that there is still some emission, the strong
quenching of photoluminescence in MAPbI3/TiO2 is an additional proof that there is injection
of electrons. From the SEM image of the three samples (Fig. 3), MAPbI3/TiO2 shows no
indication of domains of MAPbI3 bigger than 500 nm, meaning that the mesoporous network
of MAPbI3 is formed within TiO2 NPs analogous to that reported in Ref. [13]. Despite this,
reduced domains of MAPbI3 may still be formed brought about by voids due TiO2 NPs.
However, this could be small, as shown by the strong quenching of emission and the fast rise
in THz photoconductivity kinetics.

As shown in Fig. 1b, the first 40 ps of the THz kinectics for the three samples manifests a slow
decay. It is usually assumed that at the earliest timescale, quantum yield is 1. At later timescale,
the THz photoconductivity becomes a product of charge concentration and mobility since
photogenerated charges are either starting to recombine or lose their mobility. In such case, it
is not clear to conclude, based only on the photoconducivity kinetics, if the decay is related to
depopulation of charges or lowering mobility with time or both. Transient absorption is the
appropriate technique to measure the charge population as a function of time. Shown in Fig.
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4a are kinetic traces of neat MAPbI3, obtained through TA and TRTS at similar pump levels
(~1013 ph/cm2 per pulse). Within the signal-to-noise, the decay of the two plots is identical. This
implies that the decay in the THz kinetics should be coming from the depopulation of charge
carriers since the TA kinetics has the same decay. Consequently, this means that mobility of
charge carrier remains the same at least up to 1 ns, otherwise a faster decay in the THz kinetics
would be observed. To determine the reason for the depopulation of charges, the excitation
density dependence of THz kinetics was obtained. At the lowest pump excitation (Fig. 4b, 2.0
× 1012 ph/cm2 per pulse), the kinetics remained flat until 200 ps, where mobility obtained is 25
cm2V-1s-1. These highly mobile charges measured in THz for OMHP material are within the
same order reported by Wehrenfennig, et al. [4]. At highest intensity, the decay is fastest and
mobility lowest. These are strong indications that the decay is due to non-geminate recombi‐
nation of charges, similar to those reported in bulk heterojunction solar cell [5,6].

timescale,  the  THz  photoconductivity  becomes  a  product  of  charge  concentration  and 

mobility since photogenerated charges are either starting to recombine or lose their mobility. 

In such case, it is not clear to conclude, based only on the photoconducivity kinetics, if the 
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function of time. Shown  in Fig. 4a are kinetic traces of neat MAPbI3, obtained through TA 

and TRTS at  similar pump  levels  (~1013 ph/cm2 per pulse). Within  the  signal‐to‐noise,  the 
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coming from the depopulation of charge carriers since the TA kinetics has the same decay. 

Consequently, this means that mobility of charge carrier remains the same at  least up to 1 

ns, otherwise a faster decay in the THz kinetics would be observed. To determine the reason 

for  the  depopulation  of  charges,  the  excitation  density  dependence  of  THz  kinetics was 
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remained  flat  until  200  ps, where mobility  obtained  is  25  cm2V‐1s‐1.  These  highly mobile 

charges  measured  in  THz  for  OMHP  material  are  within  the  same  order  reported  by 

Wehrenfennig, et al. [4]. At highest intensity, the decay is fastest and mobility lowest. These 

are  strong  indications  that  the  decay  is  due  to  non‐geminate  recombination  of  charges, 

similar to those reported in bulk heterojunction solar cell [5,6]. 

 

Figure 2. a. Transient absorption kinetics  (�pump = 603 nm, �probe = 970 nm,  Iexc = 6.0 x 1014 ph/cm2 per 

pulse) b. Photoluminescence spectra (�pump = 550 nm) of the three samples. (Reprinted with permission 

from [57], Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society) 

 

With the very high mobility of charges, it is interesting to know the nature of charge carrier 

transport. The THz photoconductivity spectra is a very useful tool in determining whether 

charges are behaving  like free electron gas or  in a confined, hopping‐like manner. For this 

reason, the THz spectra of the three samples were measured after photoexcitation, i.e., at 10 

ps as shown in Fig. 5. Within the signal‐to‐noise, the amplitude and also the shape of THz 

photoconductivity spectra are  identical  for neat MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/Al2O3. However,  the 

spectral shape of MAPbI3/TiO2 is qualitatively different as well as its signal size is lower by 

four times. The real part of the conductivity is positive while the imaginary part is negative. 

From these observations several conclusions can be drawn. First, the THz photoconductivity 

Figure 2. a. Transient absorption kinetics (λpump = 603 nm, λprobe = 970 nm, Iexc = 6.0 x 1014 ph/cm2 per pulse) b. Photolu‐
minescence spectra (λpump = 550 nm) of the three samples. (Reprinted with permission from [57], Copyright 2014,
American Chemical Society)

With the very high mobility of charges, it is interesting to know the nature of charge carrier
transport. The THz photoconductivity spectra is a very useful tool in determining whether
charges are behaving like free electron gas or in a confined, hopping-like manner. For this
reason, the THz spectra of the three samples were measured after photoexcitation, i.e., at 10
ps as shown in Fig. 5. Within the signal-to-noise, the amplitude and also the shape of THz
photoconductivity spectra are identical for neat MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/Al2O3. However, the
spectral shape of MAPbI3/TiO2 is qualitatively different as well as its signal size is lower by
four times. The real part of the conductivity is positive while the imaginary part is negative.
From these observations several conclusions can be drawn. First, the THz photoconductivity
kinetics as well as the spectra (Figs. 1a and 1b), and TA kinetics of neat MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/
Al2O3 (Fig. 2a) show that Al2O3 NPs do not change the dynamical properties and mobility of
charge carriers in perovskite, at least on the timescale probed by the THz measurements (1 ns).
Secondly, the favorable band energy alignment between TiO2 NPs and perovskite causes
ultrafast injection, as shown in the reduction of signal size in the THz photoconductivity
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kinetics (Fig.1b) and spectra (Fig. 5). As consequence of injection to TiO2, the mobility of
electrons becomes the mobility of TiO2 (0.1 cm2V-1s-1), which leads to unbalanced transport of
charges. Third, sign of real and imaginary parts of conductivity is a signature of confined
motion of charges [6], which is rather counterintuitive considering the very high mobility
obtained here. One could hypothesize that at the spatial vicinity of photogeneration, maybe
tens of nm, the morphology of the material is very much favorable for fast motion of the
charges. However, at larger spatial scale, charges may start encountering scattering centers,
e.g., traps, which can make its motion more restricted. The THz spectra (Fig. 5), which is
normalized, decay due to non-geminate recombination as well as with excitation density, at
several delay times (100–950 ps), are identical, supporting the interpretation that mobility is
constant for 1 ns but with confined mode of transport.

leads  to  unbalanced  transport  of  charges.  Third,  sign  of  real  and  imaginary  parts  of 
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Figure 3. Scanning electron microscope image of a. neat MAPbI3, b. MAPbI3/Al2O3 and c. MAPbI3/TiO2. 

(Reprinted with permission from [57], Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society) 

Differences in the mobilities of electrons and holes, typical with bulk heterojunction organic 

solar cells, which are sometimes several orders of magnitude, lowers the overall PCE due to 

built‐in  electric  field  brought  about  by  space‐charge‐limited  photocurrents  [14].  This  is 

because  one  of  the  charges  has  already  reached  the  electrode  while  the  other  is  still 

traversing the active layer of the solar cell. Therefore, it is important to assess not only the 

total  mobility  of  the  materials  but  to  estimate  both  mobility  of  electrons  and  holes. 

Admittedly, THz measurement on one material alone would not provide this  information, 

but  rather by  comparing  it with known electron or hole mobilities. The  reported  intrinsic 

electron mobility of porous TiO2 films as measured by THz was shown to be <<1 cm2V‐1s‐1 

[15]. As shown  in Fig. 1b, the mobility obtained for MAPbI3/TiO2  is 7.5 cm2V‐1s‐1. From the 

discussion  above,  it was  established  that  there  is  an  ultrafast  injection  of  electrons  from 

perovskite to TiO2, meaning that  it should only be the mobility of holes that are  left in the 

perovskite material  that  is  seen by  the  instrument. As  a  consequence,  the measured THz 

mobility of ~20 cm2V‐1s‐1 for MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/Al2O3, where both electrons and holes are 

in the perovskite material and therefore contributing to the THz signal, 12.5 cm2V‐1s‐1 should 

be coming from electrons since 7.5 cm2V‐1s‐1 is from the holes. The resulting ratio of electron 

and hole mobilities  in  the perovskite  is  therefore about  two,  in agreement with  the recent 

theoretical calculations of the relative effective masses of electrons and holes [16]. This also 

justifies the balanced long diffusion lengths reported by the group of Stranks et al. [3] and 

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscope image of a. neat MAPbI3, b. MAPbI3/Al2O3 and c. MAPbI3/TiO2. (Reprinted
with permission from [57], Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society)

Differences in the mobilities of electrons and holes, typical with bulk heterojunction organic
solar cells, which are sometimes several orders of magnitude, lowers the overall PCE due to
built-in electric field brought about by space-charge-limited photocurrents [14]. This is because
one of the charges has already reached the electrode while the other is still traversing the active
layer of the solar cell. Therefore, it is important to assess not only the total mobility of the
materials but to estimate both mobility of electrons and holes. Admittedly, THz measurement
on one material alone would not provide this information, but rather by comparing it with
known electron or hole mobilities this could be answered. The reported intrinsic electron
mobility of porous TiO2 films as measured by THz is <<1 cm2V-1s-1 [15]. As shown in Fig. 1b,
the mobility obtained for MAPbI3/TiO2 is 7.5 cm2V-1s-1. From the discussion above, it was
established that there is an ultrafast injection of electrons from perovskite to TiO2, meaning
that it should only be the mobility of holes that are left in the perovskite material that is seen
by the instrument. As a consequence, the measured THz mobility of ~20 cm2V-1s-1 for MAP‐
bI3 and MAPbI3/Al2O3, where both electrons and holes are in the perovskite material and
therefore contributing to the THz signal, 12.5 cm2V-1s-1 should be coming from electrons since
7.5 cm2V-1s-1 is from the holes. The resulting ratio of electron and hole mobilities in the
perovskite is therefore about two, in agreement with the recent theoretical calculations of the
relative effective masses of electrons and holes [16]. This also justifies the balanced long
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diffusion lengths reported by the group of Stranks et al. [3, 17, 45]. The almost balanced electron
and hole mobility is a unique key information rationalizing high PCE in OMHP-only or
OMHP/Al2O3 solar cells.

 

Figure 4. a. Comparison TA and TRTS kinetics for neat MAPbI3 showing similar decay rates up to 1 ns. 

b.  Intensity  dependence  THz  kinetics  of  MAPbI3/Al2O3.  (Reprinted  with  permission  from  [57], 

Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society) 

 

Figure 5. Photoconductivity spectra of MAPbI3/Al2O3   at pump‐probe delay of 10 ps normalized with 

nexce (line with symbols). Solid lines are spectra at 100 ps (blue), 200 ps (cyan), 600 ps (magenta), and 950 

ps (gray). (Reprinted with permission from [57], Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society) 
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Figure 5. Photoconductivity spectra of MAPbI3/Al2O3 at pump-probe delay of 10 ps normalized with nexce (line with
symbols). Solid lines are spectra at 100 ps (blue), 200 ps (cyan), 600 ps (magenta), and 950 ps (gray). (Reprinted with
permission from [57], Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society)
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Besides the ultrafast generation of highly mobile charges and balanced transport, another
very  important  characteristic  required  for  highly  efficient  solar  cell  is  the  timescale  of
recombination. It is desirable that charge carriers do not meet since every charge pair that
recombines means one charge pair is not extracted. By using the TRMC, the photoconduc‐
tivity measured by TRTS can be extended from tens of ns to a hundred microseconds. In
addition, due to the superior stability of MW emitter,  a significant increase in signal-to-
noise is achieved allowing the use of excitation density two orders lower than TRTS. As a
result, excitation-dependent second-order recombination is minimized, giving more precise
dynamical  information  on  recombination  of  charges.  Figure.  6a  is  the  plot  of  TRMC
photoconductivity kinetics of the three samples measured at 5.9 × 109 ph/cm2 per pulse for
1 µs. For MAPbI3and 9MAPbI3/Al2O3, the mobility is 3 cm2V-1s-1, while for MAPbI3/TiO2 it
is 1 cm2V-1s-1.  The intrinsic mobility of electron in TiO2  as measured by TRMC has been
previously reported as <<0.1 cm2V-1s-1 [18,19]. As ultrafast injection in this material has been
discussed above, the 1 cm2V-1s-1 of mobility in MAPbI3/TiO2 should be coming from holes
only. Ergo, the mobility of electrons in MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/Al2O3 is 2 cm2V-1s-1, which is
consistent with the analysis of TRTS data. Such very high mobility is unique to this material
especially in this later timescale since organic solar cell P3HT:PCBM, for example, has 0.045
cm2V-1s-1 only [18]. The signal-to-noise seems worse in Fig. 6a than in Fig. 1b but one should
note that there is almost three orders’ difference in their excitation intensity. At this very
low fluence, the TRMC photoconductivity kinetics of the three materials is rather flat, up
to 1 µs. This means that neither the charge population nor the mobility is decaying in this
very  long  timescale.  A  much longer  time  window was  used  to  determine  the  onset  of
recombination. Figures 6b and 6c are TRMC photoconductivity kinetics of MAPbI3/Al2O3

and MAPbI3/TiO2  obtained from fluences of 5.9 × 109–6 × 1011  ph/cm2  per pulse, which is
100 times lower than that used in TRTS and at timescale up to 100 µs. The decay is faster
at higher intensities and slower with increasing lifetime and amplitude as fluence is lowered,
a signature that charges are recombining non-geminately only [20,21]. This also means that
there is no first-order recombination even at very low excitation, which suggests charges
are diffusing rapidly away from its locus of generation aided by their very high mobility.
TRMC signal is similar to photoconductivity measured in TRTS, which means that obtained
response is from both charge concentration and mobility. Therefore, a single transient decay
trace cannot give information whether it is charge carrier recombination or carrier relaxa‐
tion that is observed. Nevertheless, it is clear in Fig. 6a that the TRMC kinetics is flat for
1-µs time, which means both its charge population and mobility do not change and any
recombination or relaxation of mobility must all be considerably slower than 1 µs. Under
ambient sunlight conditions, onset of charge recombination extends to tens of µs, which is
the most important conclusion from these results.

Dynamical understanding of charge carriers of the perovskite samples can now be painted
from the timescale of sub-ps to a hundred of µs at a wide range of excitation fluences. At
excitation densities of 1013-1014 ph/cm2 per pulse (Figs. 1, 2, 4,), second-order non-geminate
recombination directly leads to decay of photoconductivity signal. At low excitation fluence,
the TRTS kinetics at lowest intensity remained flat up to 1 ns, which means that the carrier
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mobility and its population occurs on a timescale longer than 1 µs, as shown by TRMC traces.
Moreover, this means that charges can move over large distances allowing them to be extracted
at the electrodes.

As a summary of this section, the combination of several time-resolved spectroscopy techni‐
ques, i.e., optical transient absorption, TRTS, and TRMC, characterization of the charge carrier
dynamics in neat MAPbI3, and MAPbI3 attached with TiO2 and Al2O3 was presented. Thin film
of perovskite and that attached to Al2O3 have properties of an ideal solar cell device: Electron
and holes are formed in sub-ps timescale with very high mobilities. Its estimated values
suggest that they are almost balanced and carriers do not recombine until after tens of
microseconds. These characteristics almost guarantee efficient charge collection, a very
desirable property of solar cell device. Electron injection to TiO2 lowers electron mobility
resulting to unbalanced charge transport that could lead to built-in electric field. Engineering
of electrodes such that balanced transport is still achieved is one possible way of improving
its overall power conversion efficiency.
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3. Influence of temperature on the charge dynamics

One of the key issues that need to be addressed in studying this class of materials is its
dependence on temperature. This is due to the fact that until now there is a disagreement on
how the charges are actually generated. As discussed in the previous section, at room tem‐
perature the heterogeneity in the exciton binding energy of the material may lead to different
rates of charge dissociation. In such case, lowering the temperature should give an indication
if it is indeed by excitonic means that charges are created or is it like bulk crystalline silicon
that has band-to-band transition. It has been argued that on optical absorption of a photon
with energy exceeding the bandgap, an electron is promoted conduction band leaving a hole
in the valence band, thereby forming a correlated charge species or exciton. In the presence of,
for example, TiO2 NP electrons into the conduction band is injected thereby freeing exciton.
Similar mechanism is found in hole transfer to Spiro-OMeTAD [23-25]. This is in line with the
relatively high binding energies (EB) estimated to be in the range of 19 and 45 meV for
MAPbI3 [26,27]. However, by replacing the TiO2 with insulating Al2O3, where no injection is
observed (see discussion above) and therefore exciton remained bound, similar high PCE has
been achieved by Snaith et al. In fact, it was shown that it works efficiently well in a flat p-i-n
configuration, where perovskite active layer serves as both light absorber, charge generation
site and transporter [13,28,29]. Moreover, as presented in Section 1, both the TRTS and TRMC
obtained very high mobility in the absence of electron or hole transporting electrodes, i.e., for
neat MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/Al2O3. Due to these results, questions arise on the excitonic charac‐
teristics of the initial photoproduct. Crystallographic data show two-phase transitions,
orthorhombic to tetragonal at about 160 K and tetragonal to cubic transition at 330 K [30-32].
By using PL and TRMC, exciton dissociation, charge carrier generation, and recombination is
explored from 80 K to 300 K to elucidate the role of binding energy in determining the ratio
between bound electron hole pairs and mobile charges. PL probes the emission from bound
electron hole pairs, while TRMC probes unbound charges.

Shown in Fig. 7 is the plot of the peak emission intensity of MAPbI3 as a function of tempera‐
ture. A decrease in temperature results in a more intense emission which is a strong indication
that generation of charges is thermally activated. At room temperature, the maximum number
of mobile charges generated is reached where emission is at minimum. Using equation 1 of
Ref. [33], an activation energy (EB) of 32 ± 5 meV is obtained. It should be noted though that
this EB is specific to this particular sample and could vary depending on the preparation
conditions as well as according to the technique used to probe it. In comparison with organic
solar cell (EB=0.3 eV-0.4 eV) [34], the binding energy obtained here is at least ten times lower
and very similar to that of silicon, 15 meV. If one assumes that photoexcitation results only in
emission or in charge carriers, then the resulting fit in Fig. 7 represents the charge carrier yield
as a function of temperature as shown by the black trace.

Figure 8 are plots of TRMC kinetics for MAPbI3/Al2O3 normalized with excitation intensity
varied over a factor of 50 and measured at 165 K, 240 K, and 300 K. On the one hand, the fastest
decay is observed at highest excitation intensity of the traces at 300 K, implying second-order
recombination. On the other hand, at low intensities the lifetime of the charge carriers exceeds
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5 µs. Since the decay of TRMC kinetics is a lot slower than corresponding luminescence
lifetimes (10 ns) [3,35] at similar intensities, it means that despite the radiative recombination
in the ns timescale, there are long-lived charge carriers that survived and remained mobile.
More importantly, the mobility of the charges is strongly dependent on the temperature, i.e.,
from 10.0 cm2V-1s-1 at 165 K to 7.2 cm2V-1s-1 at 240 K and 4.7 cm2V-1s-1 at 300 K. If at these
temperatures the changes in the photoconductivity are caused by the change in the yield of
charges, then it should have been observed in the PL yield in Fig. 7. Hence, one can assign the
changes as due to mobility only. The dependence of mobility on temperature is attributed to
quieting of phonon at low temperature with T-1.6 dependence, very similar to that of silicon
[36]. An increase in mobility usually entails that the second-order recombination would be
more efficient since there is higher probability of charges to meet. However, this is not the case
in this material. With the increase of mobility, second-order recombination rate diminishes by
a factor of 6, which is more than 100 times slower than the reported Langevin recombination,
i.e., diffusion controlled recombination [4]. This is a strong indication that there is a barrier in
recombination, which should be a temperature-activated process, i.e., meeting of electrons and
holes does not necessarily result in recombination. Calculation results yielded a thermal
activation over an energy barrier estimated to be ~75 meV [33]. There are two possible origins
of this behavior currently reported in the literature: (1) due to the induced dipole moment
brought about by the intermittent rotation of MA ions [30,37] and the (2) preferential spatial
localization of charge carriers in different parts/materials of the perovskite unit cell. Density
functional theory calculations have revealed that 6s- and 5p-orbitals of lead and iodine,
respectively, consist of the maxima of the valence band, while 6p-orbitals of lead is where
conduction band minima is mostly incorporated [38].

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of PL intensity of MAPbI3 (black circles, λexc = 550 nm, λdec = 760 nm). Dashed line is
exponential fit, while full line represents the yield of charges on assuming that photoexcitations lead either to radiative
decay or to generation of charges. (Reprinted with permission from [33], Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society)
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Temperature dependent behavior of MAPbI3 is presented in this section. Results show that
this material has very similar characteristics as silicon, i.e. it has low exciton binding energy
(32 meV)and its mobility has T-1.6 dependence brought about by quieting of phonons. More
importantly, charges carrier do not recombine when it they meet but instead require a ther‐
mal activation over an energy barrier of 75 meV, allowing the charges to be collected at the
electrodes efficiently.

4. Role of dark carriers

In this section, the intrinsic property of MAPbI3 is examined when organic electrodes, PCBM
and Spiro-OMeTAD are deposited on top of the neat perovskite material. From these samples,
the timescale of injection of charges and the dynamics of its recombination are analyzed.
Plotted in Fig. 9 are the TRTS kinetics of neat MAPbI3, MAPbI3/PCBM, and MAPbI3/Spiro-
OMeTAD normalized with excitation density. At the earliest timescale, the mobility is found
to be ~15 cm2V-1s-1 for this particular neat MAPbI3 sample. This mobility slightly decreased
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after 1 ns due to second-order recombination, similar to that shown in Fig. 4b. In contrast, the
decay of MAPbI3/PCBM is faster, down to almost a third at the same timescale and initial
mobility. Such decay is more clearly seen at 7 ns time window in Fig. 9b. For MAPbI3/Spiro-
OMeTAD, the initial mobility is 5 cm2V-1s-1, i.e., three times smaller than the neat but remains
flat up to 1 ns. At the later timescale, i.e., hundreds of ns to us (Fig. 10a), rapid decay is still
seen in MAPbI3/PCBM, while neat MAPbI3 and MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD have very similar, if
not identical, slower decay. In Fig.10b, the TRMC kinetics is normalized with excitation density
and the corresponding mobility is plotted versus incident photon flux. For the neat MAPbI3,
mobility decreases on increasing fluences (>1011 ph/cm2) due to second-order recombination.
This behavior is also seen in the bilayer samples, but for MAPbI3/PCBM, the threshold for this
process is shifted to higher fluence (>1012 ph/cm2).
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Figure 10. a. TRMC traces for the three samples recorded at an excitation intensity of 1.0 × 1011 photons/cm2 per pulse
(λpump = 600 nm) and normalized to unity. b. Mobility versus incident intensity for neat MAPbI3 and bilayers.
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It has been shown that Spiro-OMeTAD is a good hole transporting material (HTM) as it has
been extensively used in solar cell devices. One of its favorable characteristics is its 0.5 eV
valence band offset with respect to MAPbI3 [23,39,40,41]. However, in order to extract decent
PCE, additives like lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide (LiTFSI) are necessary, which
enables this HTM to substantially increase its very low intrinsic hole mobility, i.e., 10-8 S/cm
[25,42]. Using TRTS, the mobility of MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD is found to be three times lower
(5 cm2V-1s-1) than in neat MAPbI3 (15 cm2V-1s-1) (see Fig. 9a). In agreement with this measure‐
ment, the mobility measured by TRMC has similar decrease, i.e., from 9 cm2V-1s-1 in neat
MAPbI3 to 3.5 cm2V-1s-1 in MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD (Fig. 10b). The decrease in the mobility can
be interpreted as disappearance of either electrons or holes in the neat MAPbI3 as a result of
charge transfer. On the basis that Spiro-OMeTAD is an HTM, it should therefore be the holes
that disappeared and were injected. The hole transfer is confirmed by both techniques and the
timescale of injection as seen by TRTS is sub-ps. This suggests that the energy offset at the
interface alone is sufficient to allow efficient sub-ps hole injection despite the fact that in this
sample no additive was added. This finding consequently means that the mobility of 5
cm2V-1s-1 in TRTS and 3.5 cm2V-1s-1 in TRMC should have originated from electrons that are left
in MAPbI3. This process is schematically shown in Figure 11. From the initial 15 cm2V-1s-1 in
neat MAPbI3 and 5 cm2V-1s-1 in MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD (both from TRTS), this leads to a hole
mobility of 10 cm2V-1s-1 in the perovskite, implying that holes should have diffused at least 30
nm within 1 ps, which is consistent with a sub-ps injection time. Piatkowski et al. also recently
reported that timescale of hole injection is 0.7 ps as measured by transient absorption spec‐
troscopy [43].

It has been reported that that charge transfer over an interface typically leads to different decay
kinetics as compared to dynamics of the carriers generated in a single semiconductor [44].
However, in the case of MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD, although hole injection is confirmed by
TRTS, its decay in TRMC is similar to the neat MAPbI3. In fact, even at different excitation
intensity their decay is still very similar as shown in Fig. 12a. The identical TRMC kinetics
imply that their decay pathways must be identical, if not very similar. It was previously
reported that depending on the preparation conditions, perovskite could either be an n-doped
or a p-doped semiconductor. For example, in the work of Leijtens et al., an n-type perovskite
material was obtained when deposited to Al2O3 NPs [45]. In contrast, calculation of Shi et al.
[46] suggests that p-type is usually obtained; while Kim et al. [47] reported that it can be
controlled as n- or p-type depending on the defects. It is therefore not unrealistic, at least for
a moment, to postulate that perovskite measured here has concentration of holes already in
the dark (p0), i.e., that MAPbI3 is an unintentionally doped, p-type semiconductor. This would
mean that once carriers are photogenerated and holes transferred to Spiro-OMeTAD, electrons
left in the conduction band of MAPbI3 will recombine with both, the dark holes in the valence
band of MAPbI3 and the photogenerated holes injected into Spiro-OMeTAD. So long as the
concentration of photogenerated electrons is smaller than the total concentration of holes (dark
and light-induced carriers), the electron hole recombination kinetics in MAPbI3 should be
barely dependent on whether there is hole injection or not. This scenario would then result in
conductivity decay very similar to neat MAPbI3. Since the obtained kinetics are identical, it
can be surmised that the perovskite sample measured here is p-type. It should also be stressed
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that both TRTS and TRMC probe only the change in conductivity due to optical excitation but
not the dark conductivity.

For electron acceptors, PCBM has been extensively used for organic solar cells and lately has
been also utilized for perovskite-based solar cells as well. Despite its small energy offset with
respect to perovskite, the reported power conversion efficiency is over 10% [48,49]. This
indicates that electrons are transferred from the perovskite to PCBM, which is schematically
represented as process 2 in Fig. 11. The electron mobility in PCBM is quite small, i.e., 10-3

cm2V-1s-1 [49-53], and therefore contributing insignificantly to the measured mobility in both
TRTS and TRMC. Hence, the measured signal in Figs. 9 and 10b, only represent the mobile
photogenerated charges in the perovskite. This implies that the decay measured in photocon‐
ductivity kinetics could represent not only charge recombination within the MAPbI3 (process
1), electron injection from MAPbI3 to PCBM (process 2), but the recombination at MAPbI3/
PCBM interface (process 3) as well. To disentangle the contributions of these processes, one
can consider this qualitative consideration: that electron injection (process 2) is much faster
than interfacial recombination between holes left in the perovskite and electrons injected to

Figure 11. Schematic diagram of injection and recombination dynamics in from neat MAPbI3 to PCBM and Spiro-OMe‐
TAD.

      

Figure 12. Excitation intensity depdendence of TRMC kinetics of (a). MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD and (b). 
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PCBM (process 3). In this scenario, a clear nonexponential, slower decay is expected since
mobile electrons in MAPbI3 become immobile in PCBM. However, since there is no such
plateau observed (Fig. 9b), it can be concluded that the rate constant for the interfacial electron
hole recombination (process 3) is similar to, or exceeds, the electron injection rate, which is
consistent with the fact that the difference in the energy gap in their conduction bands is small.

At the earliest timescale of the THz kinetics, MAPbI3/PCBM bilayer and neat MAPbI3 have the
same mobility (~15 cm2V-1s-1; Figs. 9a and 9b). This shows that mobile charges are rapidly
formed (<1 ps) and that the photogenerated charges stay in the perovskite for at least a few ps.
After 1 ns, the mobility is reduced to approximately a third, suggesting that charges disappear
on this timescale. As discussed above, there are three different processes either consecutively
or simultaneously occurring that may be responsible for this decay. The very small energy
offset at the interface between MAPbI3 and PCBM could retard electron injection to the ns
timescale. Transient absorption spectroscopy as reported by Xing et al. estimated electron
injection from perovskite to PCBM to be within several ns [17]. Therefore, electron injection
into PCBM can be one of the processes leading to the THz decay. The second plausible origin
of the THz decay is the inevitable recombination of electrons injected in the PCBM, which are
pinned at the interface due to their low mobility, with dark and photogenerated holes in
perovskite. Similar to MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD, concentration of dark holes here is expected
to be at least the same order since the preparation method used is similar. Third, the excitation-
dependent second-order recombination within the perovskite process could also manifest as
decay of the conductivity signal. The THz kinetics of neat MAPbI3 (Figs. 9 a and Figs. 9) show
that at 2.1 × 1012 ph/cm2 per pulse, this process occurs on the many ns timescale, significantly
slower than the decay of the MAPbI3/PCBM conductivity. Hence, this process only weakly
contributes. The THz conductivity decay can therefore be assigned to convolution of electron
injection to PCBM and electron–hole recombination at the perovskite/PCBM interface wherein
both processes are occurring on a similar timescale.

The TRMC measurements of MAPbI3/PCBM in Fig. 10a show extended time window of
conductivity measurements and were obtained at lower excitation intensity than the TRTS
measurements. Because of this, the second-order recombination could only occur on the
microsecond timescale [33] and will only marginally influence the decay. Hence, the origin of
the decay should only be from electron injection and interfacial recombination. The excitation-
dependent mobility in Fig. 10b provides another indication of the timescale of electron injection
and interfacial recombination. On the one hand, MAPbI3/PCBM has mobility of 2 cm2V-1s-1,
representing mobile holes only since injection is apparent. On the other hand, MAPbI3/Spiro-
OMeTAD has hole mobility of 5.5 cm2V-1s-1, i.e., 9 cm2V-1s-1 from the neat minus 3.5 cm2V-1s-1.
There is almost a three-time difference between the hole mobilities measured from the two
samples. Assuming 100% electron injection into PCBM after several ns, it means that two-thirds
of the photogenerated mobile holes have disappeared, most probably through interfacial
recombination, on the timescale similar to injection time. Admittedly, Wojciechowski et al.
reported TRMC kinetics decay similar to that observed here. However, the decay was assigned
to electron injection under the assumption that the difference electron and hole mobility is at
least ten times [54]. This is in contrast with several theoretical papers on the electrons and holes’
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effective masses stating that they do not differ more than a factor 2 [16,55,56], to experimental
works showing balanced electron–hole diffusion lengths [3,17], and to previous THz and
TRMC conductivity measurements [33,57]. Moreover, using the results presented here it is
possible to understand the TRMC kinetics as ns electron injection into PCBM in convolution
with interfacial recombination between immobile electrons in PCBM and photogenerated and
dark holes in the perovskite. The resulting picture is an oppositely charged bilayer material
wherein recombination dynamics is not influenced by the excitation density. In fact, as shown
in Figure 12b, the TRMC kinetic decays of MAPbI3/PCBM do not have any dependency on
excitation. This is a strong indication of the first-order character of the recombination.

These results have far-reaching implications in understanding the fundamental photophysical
processes in these materials and to the operation of perovskite solar cells. Utmost care should
be taken in interpreting photophysical data as these are strongly influenced by the state and
population of defects that control their doping, as reported by several papers [45-47]. Recom‐
bination at the MAPbI3/PCBM interface represents a loss mechanism and therefore is detri‐
mental in the operation of solar cells. Similar to strategy in optimizing the performance of
perovskite devices by adding dopants to Spiro-OMeTAD in order to increase its conductivity,
PCBM should also be doped. Moreover, developing new methods in reducing unintentional
doping would certainly be beneficial. In summary of this section, it was found that hole transfer
from MAPbI3 into Spiro-OMeTAD occurs on a sub-ps timescale, while its recombination
dynamics is identical to neat MAPbI3 and controlled by a high concentration of dark holes.
Electron injection in PCBM is slower, few ns, which is convoluted with the interfacial recom‐
bination between the electrons residing in PCBM and the photogenerated and dark holes in
MAPbI3. The positively charged majority carriers brought about by unintentional doping,
dictate not only the recombination of photoexcited carriers in neat MAPbI3 layer but also
control the charge injection dynamics in bilayer samples. Finally, reduction of the hole
concentration in the perovskite could help to retard the recombination yielding a higher overall
power conversion efficiency.

5. Conclusion

Despite the advancement in the understanding of the device properties of perovskite solar
cells, research on its fundamental electrical characteristics have remained scarce. This work
has shown that using time-resolved THz spectroscopy and microwave conductivity measure‐
ments, complemented by transient absorption and photoluminescence spectroscopy, an in-
depth understanding may be achieved. Among its nearly ideal solar cell characteristics are
ultrafast charge generation (<0.2 ps), high mobility (µe = 12.5 cm2V-1s-1 and µh = 7.5 cm2V-1s-1)
which remained constant up to at least 1 ns, charge lifetime of tens of µs, and recombination
barrier energy of 75 meV. One of the challenges that need to be addressed by the solar cell
community is to standardized protocol on growth/preparation methods such that the state and
concentration of defects, thereby, dark carriers will be controlled as desired. As presented in
this chapter, such dark carriers play a vital role in recombination dynamics and hence could
spell success or failure of the device.
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